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Finding an Edge through Personal Beliefs

Market pricing originates from the emotional dynamics and intensity of the interaction of market
players – thus their attitudes, psychological state of mind, and underlying beliefs. These qualitative
factors are rather difficult to quantify. This is certainly one reason why many trading systems are
based on quantitative factors only. However, it is the very integration of both quantitative and
qualitative factors that will result in achieving long term stability and highly profitable profits. Now
go and find the niche to success.

» Many traders and investors will eventually reach a point

pricing originates from supply and demand – in other

where they want to develop their own trading system. In

words, it is based on the attitudes, emotional state,

doing so, few of them give any advance thought to the

and underlying premises of market participants. The

underlying psychology of market participants. Market

emotional dynamics of the interaction of buyers and
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long term stable earnings are based

F1) Schematic Representation of System Development

on a strong foundation of beliefs.

Market Advantages

After all, only if you know how market
participants think and act in certain

6

situations can you use that as a basis

Trader Trap

Beliefs

to develop a consistently profitable
4

5

False Breakout
1

Countertrend
Trader

2

Trend

trading

…

These

recurring

in the market on the basis of certain

3

Consolidation

system.

unique situations can be identified

Niche

…

price patterns. It does not matter
here whether you are trading fully

Ultimately, a well functioning trading system is a collection of market edges. Most of them can be usefully
combined. The more combined, the more stable and profitable is the system.
Source: Author’s own representation

automatically or in a discretionary
rules-based manner.
Instead, it is all about finding
trading ideas (or low-risk ideas) that
have a low risk profile along with

sellers determine when prices consolidate or when and at

a high potential of reward. These are usually highly

what momentum* they move in a certain direction. Based

profitable niches in the market that are not easy to find

on certain patterns in the chart that are comparable to a

and over time show a certain stability. A trading system

footprint, this market dynamic can be identified (visual

that is based on one or more trading ideas should in the

pattern recognition).

long term generate a positive expectancy, while short

Since all markets are subject to the dynamics of

term drawdown phases can be weathered. The system

buyers and sellers, the same patterns can be found in

aims at identifying as many market edges as possible

different time frames (for example 15-minute charts or

and at implementing them in a profitable way. The more

daily charts) as well as in different markets (Forex, indices,

edges that can be integrated into a trading system, the

equities, commodities, etc). Markets can therefore be

better the system’s performance (see Figure 1). This can

considered to be fractal. So a trading system based on

be described by the profit rate, the average expectancy

pattern recognition should work reliably in several time

of earnings, the volatility of the individual expectancies

frames and markets.

and the number of trading opportunities a year. A
typical calculation variable for determining the system

Beliefs as an Important Foundation

performance is the SQN® – System Quality Number

A trading system is always based on certain beliefs. It may

(see info box).

well be though that the developers are not fully aware of

You might be wondering now: Why go through all

them. The most profitable trading systems that generate

the trouble of starting right from the premises? After all,
it is very easy with today’s tools to create a set of rules
from a range of traditional, freely available indicators.

System Performance

The combination of, for example, an MACD (Moving

The performance of a trading system can be properly

Average Convergence/Divergence) trigger and a Moving

identified on the basis of the SQN® (System Quality

Average Crossover seems promising. In addition, this

Number). The measuring unit developed by Van Tharp is

set of rules can very easily be backtested at brokerage

based on the statistical t-score. To identify the performance,

houses and optimised for the period under consideration.

the average expectancy of the returns per trade

If you use this quantitative method, you will very quickly

(R-multiples) is divided by the volatility of the individual

find profitable correlations. However, the latter do not

expectancies - calculated by their standard deviation. This

last long. Usually, they only work well in an optimised

quotient is typically multiplied by ten since 100 trades are

backtest, the reason being that these correlations do not

used as a basis. So to increase the performance, either the

reflect any causal, qualitative relationships. The latter

average expectancy can be increased and/or the volatility

only arise from the logic of the underlying beliefs.

reduced. A very good trading system has an SQN® of
more than 3.

In addition, you should ask yourself the following
questions:

Can

such

a

relatively

simple,

purely

quantitative approach really lead to success? Does not
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Many systems are based solely on quantitative
factors with the psychological dynamics
of market players being disregarded.

the crowd in the capital market have to get it wrong and

Edge 4: Find a strategy that benefits from false

hence suffer losses for a very few market players to skim
the profits?

breakouts.
5)

Many inexperienced traders trade against the trend,
are emotional and lose most of the time (trading in

System Development as Illustrated by a Specific Example

the direction of a trend seems too boring).

Many systems are based solely on quantitative factors

Edge 5: Find those situations where countertrend

with the psychological dynamics of market players being

traders get their fingers burnt and enter there with

disregarded. However, it is precisely these qualitative
factors – based on the strengths and weaknesses of the

the trend.
6)

The strongest and most reliable momentum moves

participants – that are important for a long term and

originate when market participants are caught off

stable earnings performance of the system. Now how can

guard (the so-called traps); they then need to close

both quantitative and qualitative factors be integrated

out their position at a loss, driving the price further.

into one system?

Edge 6: Find situations that cause great pain to as

The following example illustrates how to identify

many market participants as possible. These are

individual market edges, starting from beliefs that build

usually situations that look very “safe” and then turn

on one another. The next step allows the latter to provide

into negative territory in an instant (trader trap).

a qualitative description of the trading system to be
developed.

b) Characteristics of the Trading System and Possible
Ideas for Implementation

a) Beliefs and Identification of Market Edges

Based on the market edges derived from the beliefs, the

1)

Market trends continue longer than market players

system can now be qualitatively described, using various

2)

might ever expect.

characteristics:

Edge 1: Develop a trading system that trades with the

1)

Type: trend-following system (trade with the trend)

trend (trend-following system).

2)

Environment: Entry from within a consolidation

Price consolidations within a trend are times of
“refreshers” (or short pauses) required for the trend

(volatility contraction)
3)

to regain strength before it can continue.
Edge 2: Look for entry opportunities in a trend after a

sees things, but is rather counterintuitive
4)

consolidation has occurred.
3)

Logic: The strategy does not follow the way the crowd
Strategy:

Trading

false

breakouts

(identifying

situations where breakouts are highly likely to fail)

The “crowd” is usually wrong, causing it to suffer

5)

Counterparty: Countertrend trader

losses; only a very few win.

6)

Entry: Trader Trap (Open a position when countertrend

Edge 3: Look for entry opportunities where an entry

traders are stopped out)

appears to be counterintuitive (niche).
4)

Price breakouts are popular with a large number

This description is based on logically causal relationships.

of market participants. Those are easy to spot and

The logic of beliefs can, as it were, be understood as the

seem logical (statistically speaking, most breakouts

cornerstone of the trading system (business model). Not

unfortunately fail).

until this preliminary work has been completed will it
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combination of indicator-based rules

F2) From the System Description to the Set of Rules

and visual pattern recognition is
System Description

Set of Rules

recommended (see Figure 2).

Indicators
1

Type

2

Environment

3

Logic

4

1. Indicator-Based Approach

Trend

Determining the trend (Characteristic

 Indicator 1
 Indicator 2
…

1) can, for example, be done in
different

market-related
(higher

Strategy

Counterparty

6

Entry

highs

ranging

from

technical
and

higher

a

view
lows)

to the correct order of different

Visual Patterns
5

ways,

moving averages* or to drawing up
1

2

a regression line. Here, any creativity

3 4 5

used in determining a trend knows
no bounds. Moreover, it is important

The trading system is characterised and specified by the system description, on the basis of which the
system is developed using indicators and visual patterns. Here, the set of rules should reflect the qualitatively
described system as well as possible.
Source: Author’s own representation

to determine the time horizon of the
trend in more detail. In addition, the
necessary strength and smoothness
of the trend, for example, needs to
be determined.
The strategy of false breakouts

make sense to specifically develop the system (starting

(see System Characteristic 4) might be identified by

with the entry setup) by looking for relevant rules. These

looking, for example, for the failure of MACD entry

may be based on suitable indicators and/or specific

signals. This could be done in combination with certain

patterns. For every single descriptive characteristic, there

candle patterns*, for example, a hammer candle (visual

is a wide range of ways to develop those. This means

pattern).

that a multitude of different systems can be developed
from one description of a system (see above). Here, a

2. Procedure Based on Visual Pattern Recognition
It is advisable to define the key features of the system
based on visual pattern recognition. The great advantage

Monetary Targets
In order to determine the principal monetary targets of your
trading system, it makes sense to think about the following
questions:
•

What minimum annual return do you want to achieve
(with a probability rate of, for example, more than 95 per
cent)?

•

If your annual return has already been achieved during
the year, how should the system continue to trade (more
conservatively or more aggressively)?

•

What is the maximum drawdown the system should not
exceed (with a probability rate of less than five per cent)?

of pattern recognition is that this is actually the particular
strength of discretionary traders. Only a few trading
systems are capable of identifying visual patterns
successfully. This is so as the set of rules needs to be
operationalised accordingly to reflect the intuitive
component of the pattern. This is not that easy: A pattern
that is relatively easy to spot for the human eye needs to
be programmed which is not always an easy task. Using
the example of the present system features 2, 3 and 4
(trend consolidation/counterintuitive entry/within a false
breakout), various visual patterns are conceivable.
All three examples in Figure 3 meet the criterion
of a consolidation (Feature 2) – in this case as a special

Based on these targets, you can deduce which SQN® and
what annual number of trades are needed. Based on the
SQN® of the system:
•

What position size algorithm do you want to use
(dynamic or static)?

•

What maximum risk per trade are you willing to take?

form on a horizontal line in an uptrend. The length of the
consolidation increases towards Version 3. In all three
cases there is a breakout below the horizontal line. The
upward re-break of the line confirms the false breakout
(Feature 4). At the moment of the re-break, the crowd is
still convinced of the success of the short signal, which
is why the long entry is counterintuitive here (Feature 3).
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The “entry” is a fundamental prerequisite
for continuing to develop the system.

All three versions can be used to develop a system. A

and where the initial stop should be placed. On top of that,

major advantage of Version 1 is certainly the large number

a trading system includes other important components

of trading opportunities per year. The third version is the

as well. After all, as I am sure you have heard before, the

most specific one as a multi touch consolidation does not

“entry” as it is usually called (meaning setup, specific

occur in the market that often. Due to the length of the

entry and initial stop), is not the most important factor.

consolidation and the large number of touches, however,

It merely is a fundamental prerequisite for continuing to

the emotional dynamics (or the buildup of pressure)

develop the system. In fact, without a functioning entry

between buyers and sellers is very high. All three patterns

with a positive expectancy you do not need to bother

need to be programmed individually since there is no

about any additional system components (see Figure 4).
Once

standard solution available. This procedure involving

the

entry

setup

has

been

established,

customised programming allows you to be quite sure that

other components show a higher impact on system

this system is a niche in the market. After implementation,

performance. Essentially, these are the filters to be

the system performance should be tested over time – a

applied, the exit algorithm and the algorithm for position

backtest, forward test, and a simulation providing the

sizing.

appropriate risk multiples (known as “R”) for a statistical
a) Filters

analysis.
A concrete trading strategy based on the above

The purpose of filters is to eliminate as many losing

beliefs and system characteristics can be found in

trades as possible. The goal here is to increase both

combination with visual pattern recognition (Version 3)

the profit rate and the average expectancy while not

in TRADERS´ Magazine 02 March 2015 (Strategy article

reducing the number of trades too much. You should

“Become a Hunter”).

also make sure that only as few as possible good trades
– that means high profits – are sorted out in the process.

The Individual Components of a System

Usually, certain clusters can be identified on recurring

So far, we have discussed the origin and development

losing trades where it is possible to define filtering rules.

of the trading system, in particular the setup for entry.

Likewise, there will be times of the day or week when not

Further thought should be given to the specific entry rules

trading the system is advantageous.

F3) Types of Consolidation Based on Visual Pattern Recognition
Consolidation 1: 2-Touch

Consolidation 2: Head & Shoulders

Consolidation 3: Multi-Touch

H
S
entry
1

2

breakout

S
entry
breakout

entry
1

2

3

4 5

breakout

There is a wide range of consolidation patterns (only a selection is included here). Each pattern has specific advantages and disadvantages with a corresponding effect
on system performance.
Source: Author’s own representation
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Same as the setup, the exit algorithm

F4) Essential Components of a Trading System

is based on specific beliefs matching
Trading System
1

Entry Setup

Description

the type of system.

 Setup
 Specific entry rule
 Initial stop

c) Position Sizing Algorithm
Position sizing is the component
of the system that deals with the

2

Filters

 Elimination of losing trades
 Increase of profit rate and improvement of average
expectancy

achievement of your investment
goals. It answers the question of
“how much?”. That is, in case of
a loss, what percentage of the

3

Exit Algorithm

 Managing the trade during the phases of capital
preservation, profit maximisation and profit preservation

trading account are you willing to
risk in the trade? The higher the
stakes, the greater the profit and

4

Position
Sizing Algorithm

 Answers the question of "How much?"
 Is the most important component to achieve investment
targets

loss potential. Here a distinction
may well be made as to whether
the system is already profitable in
the current year. For example, you

A trading system consists of several components, the most important of which are shown here. Although
setups for entry are written about and discussed the most, other components actually have a larger impact
on system performance.
Source: Author’s own representation

could use some of the profits made
to increase the risk/return potential
of the trades that follow (Markets’
Money concept).
The

better

the

system

performance – meaning an equity
b) Exit Algorithm

curve that is as steep and smooth as possible – the

The exit algorithm can be regarded as the system

more easily you will be able to achieve your objectives

component that poses the biggest challenge. Basically, a

using the position sizing algorithm. Is it your investment

trade may be divided into three phases:

goal to achieve the highest possible return? Or would
you perhaps rather want to minimise the likelihood

•

capital preservation (if still at the initial risk stage)

of a certain drawdown while you are perfectly willing

•

profit maximisation (if already at breakeven)

to increase your risk in the case of good system

•

profit preservation (if a certain target level has been

performance? All this and more is dealt with by the

reached)

position sizing algorithm. At this point, you should be
clear about which monetary targets you wish to pursue

The goal of the exit is to appropriately manage the trade

with the trading system.

during these phases. Typically, different exit rules apply
depending on the phase. Furthermore, there should be

Conclusion

clear guidelines on, among other things, how to deal with

Developing a system is an iterative and creative process

a strong increase in volatility (volatility stop) or how long

that should take into account both qualitative and

the trade is allowed to be in a sideways phase (time stop).

quantitative factors. As a matter of fact, really good
systems are developed on the basis of beliefs. Only if
you really understand the system in terms of a “business
model” then all the individual components can be built

Gabriel Grammatidis

upon each other. Moreover, if you are aware of the

Gabriel Grammatidis is head of the competence
centre Forex in the Van Tharp Institute. He has
been active in the financial markets for more
than 30 years and is now specialised in system
development. The Busted Breakout Strategy is
part of his workshop. Visit his website at
www.IntuFX.com for further information.

premises of a system and can fully identify with them,

Gabriel@vantharp.com

you will be able to build the necessary confidence in
the system – a confidence that you might need in order
to survive a potential losing streak. If you come across
a good trading system next time, make sure you pay
particular attention to the underlying beliefs. «
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